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SEIR-SW, Simulation Model of Influenza Spread Based on the
Small World Network
Fatima-Zohra Younsi , Ahmed Bounnekar, Djamila Hamdadou, and Omar Boussaid
Abstract: This study modeled the spread of an influenza epidemic in the population of Oran, Algeria.

We

investigated the mathematical epidemic model, SEIR (Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Removed), through extensive
simulations of the effects of social network on epidemic spread in a Small World (SW) network, to understand
how an influenza epidemic spreads through a human population. A combined SEIR-SW model was built, to
help understand the dynamics of infectious disease in a community, and to identify the main characteristics of
epidemic transmission and its evolution over time. The model was also used to examine social network effects to
better understand the topological structure of social contact and the impact of its properties. Experiments were
conducted to evaluate the combined SEIR-SW model. Simulation results were analyzed to explore how network
evolution influences the spread of desease, and statistical tests were applied to validate the model. The model
accurately replicated the dynamic behavior of the real influenza epidemic data, confirming that the susceptible size
and topological structure of social networks in a human population significantly influence the spread of infectious
diseases. Our model can provide health policy decision makers with a better understanding of epidemic spread,
allowing them to implement control measures. It also provides an early warning of the emergence of influenza
epidemics.
Key words: SEIR-SW (Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Removed within Small World network); statistical analysis
methods; Social Network Analysis (SNA); visualization of SNA; disease outbreaks
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Introduction
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to predict how they might spread in a human
population in the event of an epidemic (pandemic), to
evaluate different intervention strategies and to help
public health decision makers with disease outbreak
control and management. Most importantly, the use of
mathematical modeling in the epidemiological context
provides descriptions of different aspects of the real
world, and simplifies their representation. Model can
be used to represent the different state of patients in
the course of the illness (S: susceptible, E: exposed,
I: infective, R: removed, etc.). In this study, we
used the SEIR model to explore the dynamics of
an influenza epidemic, which is characterized by an
incubation period (latency period). The gap between
exposure to the virus and the development of symptoms
can be precisely modeled by the exposed state
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in the SEIR (Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Removed)
compartmental model. During the flu season in Oran,
2009, only one A strain of the influenza virus was
circulating, and no other strains were detected during
the monitoring of seasonal influenza[1] . We assumed
that immune individuals do not become susceptible, but
enjoy permanent immunity.
Most simple mathematical compartmental epidemic
models like Susceptible-Infective (SI), SusceptibleInfective-Recovered (SIR), SEIR, and SusceptibleInfective-Susceptible (SIS), are governed by nonlinear
ordinary differential equations. However, the
transmission of the influenza virus occurs through
person to person contact, and contact between
susceptible and/or infected individuals takes the
form of a network. Because simple SEIR model
cannot model this, it must be integrated with a social
network model, to understand the spread of the
epidemic. Network models can capture the complex
dynamics of the spread of an infectious disease over a
large area.
Social networks have been used by previous
researchers, and their relevance to the spread of desease
has been demonstrated[2, 3] . A range of approaches
can be found in the literature, including regular,
random, small world networks, and others. In this study,
we adopt the Small World (SW) network introduced
by Watts and Strogatz[4] , which has two important
properties obseved in many real world networks: a
small diameter and a high clustering coefficient. It
uses as input: the number of persons and the degree
of distribution, or the number of neighbors of each
person. Our main motivation was to develop a novel
hybrid simulation model (SEIR-SW), by integrating
the SEIR model with an SW network, using network
theory. The goal was to analyze the properties of SEIRSW in modeling an infectious disease in a human
population, both in terms of the possibility that an
epidemic is triggered, and the ability to predict the
future course of an outbreak. The latter would be
achieved by constructing a range of possible scenarios
for the spread of the disease, by varying the disease
parameters and the degree of distribution within the
SW. The SEIR-SW tool is applicable to a wide range
of other infectious diseases characterized by a latency
period, including tuberculosis, measles, meningitis, and
many others. The SEIR-SW model requires as input a
number of parameters that cannot be obtained directly
from the characteristic of the disease.
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Such model parameters need to be estimated from
field data, with the optimal parameter values being
derived from the model-based predictions that give the
best fit to the data[5] . In this study we estimated the
unknown parameters using medical and socioeconomic
data from a 2009 influenza epidemic in Oran. Infection
attack rates are also necessary in characterizing the
spread of the virus in a human population, and in
predicting the course of the epidemic, the potential
impact of control measures such as social distancing,
and the likelihood and magnitude of subsequent
epidemics arising from continued circulation of the
same virus[6] . The experimental results were analyzed
by their network properties, to analyze how network
evolution influences the spread. To validate the
proposed model, linear correlation and a KolmogorovSmirnov test were applied to both the simulation and
real data.
The paper is organized as follows. Relevant previous
studies are descussed in Section 2. The proposed SEIRSW model is presented in Section 3, including the
process of generating the network of contacts, and
a description of the model’s properties. We explain
the SEIR process, taking into account the topological
structure of SW. Section 4 presents our simulations
and main results, followed by model validation. Finally,
Section 5 gives our conclusions.

2

Previous Research

Sereval influenza epidemic models have been presented
in the epidemiological modeling literature. The aim of
these models is to control the spread of epidemics, and
they have proved successful in elucidating some of the
mechanisms that determine the evolution of the spread
of an infectious disease.
One simple epidemiological model is the
compartmental SIR model[7] , which divides the host
population into three distinct classes: susceptible
(S), infectious (I), and recovered (R). In this
model, an infectious individual can transmit the
disease to a susceptible individual with a cetrain
probability (transmission rate). The infectious
individual remains infectious for a certain period
of time (infectious period), then is removed and can
neither infect nor be re-infected. The SIR model
forms the basis of most of the models used for the
spread of influenza[7–10] . Various models have been
implemented. Discrete time difference equations in
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a continuous state space were used by Rvachev and
Longini to study the global spread of influenza[11] . A
mathematical model to interpret the spread of avian
influenza from the bird population to the human
population was proposed in Ref. [12]. The model
included measures to exterminate birds infected with
avian influenza, and to quarantine infected humans,
after the mutant avian influenza had already spread. A
range of models can be derived from the SIR model
simply by assuming that individuals recover with a loss
of immunity, as in the SIRS (Susceptible-InfectiveRecovered-Susceptible) model[13, 14] , recover with no
immunity to the disease as in the SIS model[15, 16] , or
pass through a latent or exposed period during which
the individual is infected but not infectious, as in the
SEIR model. The SEIR model is widely used in the
field of public health and epidemic simulation. In
this model, the host population is separated into four
compartments: susceptible, exposed, infectious, and
recovered. An infected individual moves into the
Exposed (not infectious) class after an incubation
period, or latency period, and subsequently into the
infectious class. SEIR models can be used to represent
many human or animal infectious diseases, including
flu, measles, and pox.
In Ref. [17], the authors formulated compartmental
models for influenza, taking account of control by
vaccination and antiviral treatments, and conducted
theoretical analyses. Analytic expressions for the basic
reproduction number, control reproduction number,
and the final size of the epidemic were derived for
this general class of disease transmission models. An
SEIR model, which included birth, immigration,
and natural death rates, with varying population
sizes and vaccination strategies, was investigated in
Ref. [18]. Three threshold parameters and a basic
reproduction number, R0 , were derived to govern
disease eradication, based on the total number of
infectives and their proportion in the population. The
significance of regional migration in the evolution of the
2009 influenza A (H1N1) pandemic in local regions of
Japan was analysed, using an extended SEIR model to
describe the immigration of infected people[19] .
The EpiMap and FluPhone projects were described
in Ref. [20], in which the authors proposed a new
tool based on human interactions within the rural
communities of developing countries. In FluPhone,
human contact data was collected, using mobile
phones to record information such as locality and
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user symptoms of flu or colds. Delay tolerant
opportunistic networks were used as the basis
for communication. The data was applied to the
development of improved mathematical models for the
spread of infectious diseases. Several research teams
have added extensions to the simple SEIR model
(including death, birth, and vaccination rates), to
improve its functionality[19, 21] . However, most of this
work has focused on diseases characteristics and has
not studied the relationships between individuals. The
models adopted have been based on traditional
compartment models, while the complex topological
structure of social contact networks has not been
studied. While some parameters contribute to an
increased risk of propagation, other parameters have an
impact on transmission rates or the infectious period,
and others are associated with the evolution of an
influenza epidemic, and specify the conditions under
which an epidemic spreads or dies out[22–24] .
Epidemiological approaches based on the
study of individuals in networks have used
a variety of approaches,
including random
graphs[25–27] , SW networks[4, 28, 29] , and scale-free
networks[30, 31] . Among the models that have applied
mathematical modeling to influenza epidemics,
Refs. [32, 33] used agent-based simulation models
to explore the progression of influenza in a
population. The SIR model has been combined
with a dynamic small world network[30] to model the
spreading process of randomly contagious diseases,
such as influenza. Several recent studies have adopted
the network approach. They include the development
of an SEIR deterministic model with a stochastic
simulation component[34] , in which the impact of
control measures such as vaccination, antiviral
prophylaxis, and social distancing measures were
modeled, to predict the spread of a pandemic strain of
influenza virus in Italy.
The spread of diseases within populations, in
the context of networks of potentially diseasecausing contacts, has been used to examine the
assumptions underlying classical mathematical
models of epidemics and to establish more realistic
assumptions using contact networks[35] . Using
differentiel equations and Routh-Hurwiz theory,
the existence and global stability of a desease
free equilibrium and an endemic equilibrium were
demonstrated for two different models based on SW
networks, SEIRS and SEIQRS (Susceptible-Exposure-
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Infected-Quarantine-Recovered-Susceptible)[36] . The
results clearly demonstrated that when the epidemic
diffusion system is stable, a certain number of
infected people exist in the disaster area. The main
objective of Ref. [37] was to construct a stochastic
SIR model for influenza spread on a D-dimensional
lattice, representing the dynamic contact network of
individuals. Their model was validated using Italian
epidemiological data for the influenza strain A (H1N1),
generating plausible predictions for the epidemiological
parameters. The richness of the information encoded
in the average contact patterns of individuals was
demonstrated. A recent study[38] used the mass
media to inform individuals about diseases within a
population. An agent-based Monte Carlo simulation
was created to access variability around key epidemic
measurements. The SEIR model was chosen, and a
sensitivity analysis was carried out to gain insight into
which model parameters had the largest influence on
epidemic outcomes. The authors concluded that mass
media reports can affect social behavior and ultimately
the transmission rates of disease.
Most of these models have used a fixed number
of contacts between persons, rather than applying
social analysis to investigate the structure of the social
network. In reality, the number of social contacts varies
from person to person. The topological structure of the
network is therefore a major influence on the spread of
an influenza epidemics. To the best our knowledge, no
studies of epidemic spread have integrated SEIR and
SW networks based on graph theory.

3

The Proposed SEIR-SW Model

The proposed model comprises two sub-models. In
this section, we describe the two sub-models and our
simulations of influenza epidemics using the combined
SW and SEIR model.
3.1

Small world networks

Small world networks, as characterized in the work
of Watts and Strogatz[4] , are intermediate between
a regular lattice and a random graph, creating
an undirected graph. Watts and Strogatz introduced
random short-cuts between nodes in models of
structured networks, confirming the six degrees of
separation theory proposed by Milgram[39] . The model
starts with a ring lattice, and then a number of extra
nodes are added in the middle of the lattices. These
are connected to a large number of sites (nodes)
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chosen randomly on the main lattice (Fig. 1). Watts
and Strogatz proposed that the use of a small
number of random connections (Probability of rewiring:
Pw  0:01) significantly reduces the average distance
between any two nodes, which facilitates disease spread
in the network. Analysis of real networks has revealed
the existence of SWs in many interaction networks,
including networks of social contacts[40] . Watts and
Strogatz showed that such networks exhibit a high
degree of clustering, a characteristic absent from
random networks. These results have generated
great interest among researchers. SW networks are
characterized by three main properties: average path
length, transitivity, and diameter. These will be
discussed in detail in the next section.
Several studies have used differential equations to
study the effect of the SW in mathematical epidemic
models. In this work, we attempted a more realistic
modeling, by applying graph theory.
The methods described in this section were developed
to fit a model of the outbreak dynamics of an influenza
epidemic, based on data from a large survey of
healthcare facilities in the city of Oran, Algeria.
3.1.1

Basic concepts

In order to model social contacts among human
populations, we constructed an SW network
by representing individuals as nodes and social
relationships as edges.
Formally, a network is described by a graph G D
.V; E/ consisting of a set V of vertices (also called
nodes) where V D fi 2 nodesg, and a set E of edges
(also called links) where E D f.i; j /= i; j 2 V g, i=
source and j = target. The degree of node i , representing
the neighbords of the vertex in an undirected graph
and denoted as k.i /, is the number of edges between
node i and other nodes in the graph, where k.i/ D
fj=.i; j / 2 Eg.
We denoted T D ft0 ; t1 ;    ; tm g, as the time

Fig. 1 Representation of social networks. From left to right:
regular network, small world network with shortcuts added,
and random network.
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sequence over which
the desease transmission is
˚
studied, and G D G t0 ; G t1 ;    ; G tm as the sequence
of networks, where each one shows the state of the
network at time tl . V is the set of individuals, and Eij
is the set of edges present in the network at time tl .
3.1.2

Generating the SW: The proposed process

The construction of the SW network passes through
two main stages: the construction of a regular ring
lattice, followed by rewiring of the edges of the graph
(network).
In the following section, we propose an algorithm for
the construction of an SW network.
Step 1: Constructing the regular ring lattice
A regular ring lattice G.t / with N nodes (the
total number of nodes which represent the total
individuals) and k edges per vertex (the degree of node)
was created. We considered only undirected contact
networks, on the assumption that whenever there exists
a contact (source, target), there will also be a contact
(target, source).
In the initial network, the total number of edges
for each node was set by the parameter k. Following
the characteristics of an SW defined in Ref. [4], the
parameter k must be less than .N 1/=2. This condition
was satisfied by line 2 in Algorithm 1. Lines 4 to 11
connected each node to its k neighbors on each side. To
construct the ring lattice, the last nodes were connected
to the first nodes. If the index of the target node was

equal to or greater than total nodes (d > N ), the source
node Œi  was connected to the target node Œd N .
Step 2: Rewiring edges randomly with probability
(Pw )
By rewiring some edges at random with a probability
of rewiring .Pw / under model conditions, and replacing
(Node [i], Node [j]) with (Node [i], Node [m]) selflooping and link duplication were avoided. This allowed
the network to toggle between a regular network .Pw D
0/, a random network .Pw D 1/, and an intermediate
network .0 < Pw < 1/ as in an SW graph (Fig. 1). In
the rewiring process, edges were neither added nor
removed, but replaced (lines 8 to 12 in Algorithm
2). Consequently, the average number of degrees of
the nodes and total number of edges were unchanged,
i.e., the parameter k did not a fixed value as in a
regular lattice, but a variable value for each node (a
new distribution of k). These edges represented random
interactions between distant groups, for example,
people meeting on a subway.
We proposed an SW algorithm which required three
inputs: G.t / a ring lattice obtained from Step 1, the
degree k of the initial neighbors of each node on the
two sides of the network (the initial configuration was a
ring of nodes), and a special parameter Pw to represent
the probability of rewiring of the edges (a real number
between 0 and 1). The output of the algorithm was
G.t C 1/, an SW network.
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3.1.3

Results of executing the SW algorithm

Execution of the SW algorithm generated two lists of
nodes from G.t C 1/ source nodes and target nodes. In
the literature on graph theory, the representation of
adjacent nodes takes two forms: an adjacency matrix
and an adjacency list. In this work, we adopted the
adjacency list to represent our SW graph, to facilitate
analysis and visualization. Because adjacency lists use
memory in proportion to the number of edges, memory
is saved if the adjacency matrix is sparse.
Thus, an adjacency matrix uses O.n  n/ memory.
The representation of the adjacency list adopted is
shown in Fig. 2.
3.1.4



Social Network Analysis (SNA)

In recent years, the use of SNA has grown
significantly in research areas characterized by complex
network structures and rich accompanying contextual
information. SNA is a set of methods and applications
for analyzing network data, which allows the analysis
and mapping of relationships between individuals
or organizations, focusing on relations, or ties,
between individual actors, and on the overall network
structure[41] . Nodes are the individual actors within the
networks, and ties denote the relationships between the
actors. The resulting graph-based structures are often
very complex.
SNA has been applied in many research disciplines,
to explore the structure of social communities
by examining the topological properties of the
relationships between individuals and groups. A range
of properties have been studied. The measures used in
this work to characterize the structural properties of SW
networks were as follows:
 Average path length: the mean shortest path
length over all node pairs, which increases
logarithmically with the number of nodes[42] ;
 Average coefficient of clustering: defined by Watts
and Strogatz as the average of the local clustering
coefficients of all nodes in the network. The
clustering coefficient of a vertex v (of degree at
least 2) is the probability that any two randomly
chosen neighbors of v are linked. It is computed

Fig. 2



The representation of adjacency lists and the graph.





3.2
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by dividing the number of triangles containing
v by the number of possible edges between its
neighbors:
N
1 X
CC D
C.i /, where C.i / is clustering
N
i D0
coefficient for a node i and
2 j .i; j / 2 E ^ .j; i / 2 E j
C.i / D
;
ki  .ki 1/
Diameter: the diameter of a connected graph G,
denoted d.G/, is the maximum distance between
two vertices. In the SW graph d.G/ is small[42] ;
Degree distribution: The degree of a node k
is the total number of links connected to this
node. The degree distribution represents the
relative frequency of each value of the node degree
k in a given network, where k D f1;    ; kmax g,
and kmax is the maximum degree;
Density: the total number of observed relationships
of an individual or subgroup divided by the total
number of possible ties;
Modularity: modularity is a metric measuring
the quality of the partitioning of the network
into communities, by measuring the density of
cluster interiors and the scarcity of intercluster
connections. It was introduced by Newman and
Girvan[43] . Various algorithms exist for detecting
communities in complex networks. In this research
we used the Louvain community detection
algorithm[44, 45] . This method was developed in
the context of large networks, but has been
demonstrated to produce good results in small
networks as well[44, 45] .
SEIR model

Models which have been widely used in epidemiology,
and in particular in epidemic spread, include: SI,
SIR, and SEIR. We adopted the SEIR model. Most
mathematical epidemiology models are compartmental
models, because the population under consideration
is divided into classes or compartments defined by
epidemiological status[46] . The simple SEIR epidemic
model is a well-studied model for the spread of
influenza through a population of fixed size. The
population is devided into four compartments S.t/,
E.t /, I.t /, and R.t / (Fig. 3). Each susceptible
individual moves from the susceptible class to the latent
state at rate ˛ following contact with an infectious
individual, where ˛ represents the infection rate from
a single contact with an infectious individual. The
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 H6: An infected individual has permanent
immunity after recovery.
Fig. 3 The general transfer diagram for the SEIR
model. Susceptible class S, Exposed class E, Infective class
I, and Recovered class R.

parameter ˇ is the rate at which those in the latent class
move to the infectious class, and the recovery rate at
which infected people move from the infectious class to
the resistant class (removed).
All symbols used in this section have their usual
meanings as defined in Table 1.
We considered a closed, homogeneous, and
homogeneously mixing population of individuals
partitioned at any time t > 0 into four categories:
susceptible, exposed, infective, and removed. We set
N D S C E C I C R for each time tl , where N is
the total population size. Initial conditions were set as
S.0/ D S0 , E.0/ D E0 , I.0/ D I0 , and R.0/ D R0 ,
respectively. We based our SEIR-SW model on the
following assumptions:
 H1: The total population size N was fixed;
 H2: The variable t was a discrete-time type t 2 T ,
where T is the total simulation time;
 H3: The time period t 2 T represented one day;
 H4: At each time t, the population was partitioned
into four random classes: S.t /= set of susceptible
individuals, E.t /= set of exposed individuals,
I.t/= set of infected individuals, and R.t /= set of
removed individuals;
 H5: Each individual may be exposed in a period
t , then recover after being infected;
Table 1 Notation for epidemic parameters and state
variables.
State variable
S
E
I
R
S0 D S.0/
E0 D E.0/
I0 D I.0/
R0 D R.0/
Parameters
k
˛
ˇ=ˇ 1
= 1

Meaning
Number of susceptible individual
Number of exposed individual
Number of infected individual
Number of recovered individual
Number of susceptible individual at time t D 0
Number of exposed individual at time t D 0
Number of infected individual at time t D 0
Number of recovered individual at time t D 0
Meaning
Degree of distribution
Transmission rate
Latency rate / latency period
Recovery rate/ recovery period

3.3

The proposed SEIR application process

When diseased, individuals can have four V D
fNode.S, Node.E, Node.I, Node.Rg.
We defined a set of infected neighbors of the node i
as Ait l D fu 2 V =.i; u/ 2 E t l and state.u/ D Node.Ig:
We set S.t / D fNode.S 2 V g at time t and I.t/ D
fNode.I 2 V g as the number of infectious individuals
at that instant. If Node.I had contact with Node.S and
p D 1 ˛ was the probability that the infection was
not transmitted, then .1 ˛/ki was the probability of
not transmitting the infection between Node.I and its
k neighbors Node.S. Accordingly, 1 .1 ˛/ki was
the probability of infection. We defined I.t / as a list of
infected individuals and G.t / as an SW network derived
from Algorithm 2.
The SEIR-SW algorithm was written as Algorithm 3.
The SEIR process was applied to the SW graph as
follows:
(1) An initial number of infected individuals was
chosen.
(2) Disease spread from infectious individuals to
susceptible individuals in a network G, if
a relationship existed between them, with a
probability of transmission 1 .1 ˛/ki .
(3) Each infected individual was infectious after
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exposure. In epidemiological models, the latency
periods are typically assumed to be either
exponentially distributed or fixed[47, 48] . Here we
assumed that the latency period and infectious
period followed an exponential distribution
function, because these periods vary from one
individual to another.
(4) Each infectious individual recovered, and
became immune, after the infectious period.
After recovery, the individual could not transmit
the infectious agent. Immunity was permanent
and the individual could not return in the
susceptible class.
(5) The network G.t / evolved to G.t C 1/.
Processes 2 – 5 were repeated until no infectious
individuals remained in the host population.

4

Experiments: Simulation and Results

We conducted experiments to examine the proposed
SEIR-SW model.
4.1

Data

Influenza, in pandemic form, is a highly contagious
respiratory disease caused by the genetically unstable
influenza virus. In human populations, the predominant
route of virus transmission is via exposure to droplet
emissions from the respiratory tract. The highest
incidence of influenza occurs during the winter
months. An influenza epidemic, which acts over a short
time period, may be defined as a sudden outbreak
that infects a substantial portion of the population in a
region, before disapearing.
The database used in this study was drawn from a
seasonal influenza outbreak in 2009 in the Oran region
of Algeria. Medical and socio-economic data were
obtained from the Public Health Department of Oran,
comprising 5504 records from 26 communes in Oran
city. The data for each patient included an identifier, the
date of declaration of disease, age (1 month-93 years),
sex (F-M), commune of residence, and the healthcare center reporting the case (14 centers between
Public Health Institutions (PHI), Specialised Hospital
Establishments (SHE), Regional Public Hospitals
(RPH), and Hospital Institution (HI)). Two distinct
epidemic waves occurred, from Week35 to Week42 and
Week43 to Week52 of year 2009.
Time series graphs of the data are shown in Fig. 4
for both waves. The number of cases changed from one
week to another and from one wave to another.

Fig. 4 Time series of influenza cases (first and second
waves), Oran 2009.

4.2

Estimation of the SEIR-SW model parameters

To fit the model to the time series data, it was necessary
to set some parameter values. The model required
information about the epidemiological parameters of
disease evolution. In our model, birth and natural death
rates were ignored, because the epidemic lasted only a
short period of time.
4.2.1

Presentation of SEIR-SW model parameters

Our model depended on the following seven
parameters:
 Related to the population: S0 , I0
S0 : Size of initial susceptible population, I0 : Size
of initial infective population;
 Related to SW Network: k, Pw
k: degree of node, Pw : probability of rewiring;
 Related to influenza disease: ˛; ˇ;
˛: transmission rate, ˇ 1 : latency period, :
recovery rate.
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The parameters used in SEIR-SW model are
presented in Table 2. These values allow us to model
the spread of influenza over short periods of time.
After combining the SEIR and SW models, we
conducted simulation experiments to test how well the
proposed model worked in practice. In the simulation
experiments, we used the chosen initial values for
epidemic parameters and state variables. We then
compared SEIR-SW model outputs with the observed
data, to determine a new set of parameter values that
gaves a better fit to the observed data.
We examined at how these property measures might
influence the progress of a disease modeled on the
network, and described what we expected of an actual
human contact network. This was used to evaluate the
realism of the commonly used network structures.
Numerical simulations were performed using the
parameters in Table 2. The results are shown in
Fig. 5. The evolution of the influenza curves were
plotted as two epidemic waves, from the numerical
simulation results of the SEIR-SW model.
As Fig. 5 shows, infection curves I.t / in the SEIRSW model was different for the two waves. The second
wave is more important than the first, because the
number of susceptible individuals and the degree of
distribution were higher than in the first wave. The
number of initial infectious persons was significant
at I0 D 157 persons with k D 10. These factors
encouraged transmission.
In the first wave, the infected population continued
to increase untill Week 40, then started to decrease. In
the second wave, the number of infected people first
increased, as the epidemic spread, then decreased as the
epidemic was brought under control in Week 49. The
simulation runs suggested that the four parameters (˛,
ˇ, , and k) had a significant influence on the spread of
the epidemic. Any change in these values significantly
changed the outcome.
The parameters (˛, ˇ, and ) were related disease
characteristics, whereas k was related to social factors.

Fig. 5 Numerical simulation results for first and second
waves.

When one or all these parameter values were increased
the epidemic spread more rapidly, and vice versa. To
better understand the influence of these factors, it was
necessary to study the basic reproduction number.
The results obtained by SEIR-SW simulation
confirmed that the classic compartment models of
epidemiology within social networks are robust, and
that the diversity of the contagiousness and/or the length
of the infectious period affect the evolution of an
epidemic.
4.2.2

Table 2

Estimated parameters value for SEIR-SW model.

Parameters Value (First wave) Value (Second wave)
S0
1350
5020
I0
8
157
k
8
10
˛
0.16
0.13
ˇ
2.2
2
4.5
4

Source
Estimated
Data
Estimated
Estimated
Estimated
Estimated

The basic reproduction number

The basic reproduction number .R0 / is the expected
number of secondary infections produced by an index
case in a completely susceptible population. It is a
key factor used in estimating the transmissibility of
infectious diseases[49] . It determines if the disease
will spread or die out. For an infectious disease with
an average infectious period of 1= , the transmission
rate and degree of node, R0 for the SEIR-SW model is
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given by
R0 D ˛  k  1=

(1)

 In the spread process model, if R0 < 1 the disease
will die out after a finite number of waves.
 If R0 > 1, the disease can still spread through the
population and control measures are unsuccessful
in eradicating the disease.
In our study, we computed the R0 for the two waves
as R0 (first wave) D 0:28 and R0 (second wave) =
0:325. Depending on the basic reproduction number,
this steady state is endemic.
4.3

Small world analysis

In the following section, we analyze some of
the main topological properties of the networks in
our model, including the degree distribution, the
clustering coefficient, and the network diameter (see
Section 3.1.4). These networks were obtained from
numerical simulations using SEIR-SW model. Table 3
summarizes the values of the SW properties, for the two
influenza epidemic waves.
According to Ref. [50] recommendation, we have
fixed the number of Pw to 0.10. An SW network tends
to have a small diameter and average path length,
and a high clustering coefficient. Despite the noncomparability of the networks along some dimensions
(e.g., average path length, clustering coefficient,
modularity, and diameter), the degree distribution
and density of each network were comparable. In
our proposed SW model, increasing the number of
nodes and edges influenced the main properties of
the networks, yielding the same diameter, the same
clustering coefficient, and the same average path
length. The modularity was also the same, except
that the number of communities was doubled due
to the multiplication by 4. The number of nodes
increased from 1358 in the first wave to 5177 in the
second wave. Keeping the same modularity involved a
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reduction in the density observed (from 0.012 to 0.004
from first to second wave). We could derive the number
of communities from the modularity. In the first wave
the number of communities was 17, and in the second
wave it was 32. This is explained by the size of the
networks and the average degree distribution of the
nodes.
The four properties of average path length, clustering
coefficient, diameter, and modularity reflected the
impact of network size (the number of nodes and
edges). When the number of nodes in network was
increased, the number of edges increased automatically.
Our simulations were applied to the same population
(population of Oran) over a short period of time (a few
weeks), which meant that most of characteristics of the
networks were constant. These results demonstrated
the SW nature of social networks, and showed
that our model can generate networks of infected
individuals using estimated data. The latter were used
for experimental verification.
To illustrate the power of SNA in understanding how
relationship networks of individuals change structure
according to the preselected parameters as the model,
we used Force Atlas layout of a Gephi visualization. We
show how this measure might directly influence the
progress of a disease modeled on the network.
Figures 6 and 7 show the SW analysis results
for degree distribution, modularity, and clustering
coefficient, respectively.

Table 3 Small world network analysis for the two influenza
epidemic waves.
Proprieties of social network
First wave Second wave
Number of nodes
10 864
51 770
Number of edges
8
157
Average path length
3.369
3.668
Clustering coefficient
0.386
0.383
Diameter
5
5
Average degree distribution
8
10
Density
0.012
0.004
Modularity (number of communities) 0.723 (17) 0.759 (32)

Fig. 6 Visualization of SW network for first wave of
influenza epidemic: (a) degree distribution, (b) modularity,
and (c) clustering coefficient.
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4.4.1

Linear correlation

Correlation is widely used in the sciences as a measure
of the degree of linear dependence between two
variables. Here, it was used to measure correlation
between the SEIR-SW outputs and observed data. A
significant positive correlation was found, as shown in
Table 4. The SEIR-SW model accurately modeled the
dynamic behavior of observed data used in our study.
4.4.2

Fig. 7 Visualization of SW network for second wave of
influenza epidemic: (a) degree distribution, (b) modularity,
and (c) clustering coefficient.

A comparison of Fig. 7 with Fig. 6 shows that the
number of susceptible persons and the number k have a
significant impact on the topology of the network. As
these numbers increase, the structure of the network
becomes more complex, and many communities
appear. We can also observe that the transmission of
influenza is aligned with the community structure of
the SW network, and that the epidemic spreads rapidly
among densely connected groups. Consequently, in a
human network the number k must be kept low, because
the disease will spread faster as this degree number
grows.
Decision makers and policy health professionals can
simulate multiple outbreaks under different scenarios
using the SEIR-SW model, allowing them to predict the
course of the epidemic or visualize a new scenarios of
epidemic spread, by changing the epidemic parameters
and state variables. The results can be analyzed by SNA
and an epidemic threshold can be calculated, to evaluate
different epidemic control strategies.
4.4

Validation model

Statistical analysis was applied to validate our proposed
SEIR-SW model, an important step in any model
building process. We used both the KolmogorovSmirnov test and linear correlation analysis to compare
the observed data and numerical simulations outputs,
and to help determine the factors influencing epidemic
spread.

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is a non-parametric
goodness-of-fit test used to determine whether
two distributions differ, or whether an underlying
probability distribution differs from a hypothesized
distribution. It is used when two samples are taken
from two populations which may be different. In our
study, we applied the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to the
numerical simulation outputs and the observed data, in
the two waves. We then tested the hypothesis that the
distributions of the two data sets were identical, i.e.,
the two functions had the same distribution functions,
confirming the null hypothesis (H0 ).
The test statistic, here designated Dmax , was
the maximum difference between the cumulative
proportions of the two patterns. The KolmogorovSmirnov test for a sample size (n) at a significance level
(a) has a critical value of Dn .n; a/.
The results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test are
presented in the following Table 5.
The Kolmogorov critical for the first wave was
0.4092, where Dmax < 0:4092, supporting the null
hypothesis (H0 ) at a confidence level of 5%.
For the second wave, the Kolmogorov critical value
was 0.43, where Dmax < 0:43, again supporting the null
hypothesis at a confidence level of 5% .

5

Conclusions

Modeling and simulation are important tools in
Table 4 Correlation between numerical simulations SEIRSW model outputs and observed data.
Correlation
Table 5

First wave
0.887

Second wave
0.80

Results obtained by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.

Influenza
epidemic
waves
First wave
Second wave

KolmogorovSmirnov
test values
0.0886
0.177

n

a

Dn .n; a/

10
9

0.05
0.05

0.4092
0.43
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resolving sudden outbreaks of epidemic disease. In
order to understand spread of an epidemic in a
contact network, several models were proposed and
studied. We addressed the problem of epidemic
spread in social networks by building and analyzing
a small world network. Social network properties
such as degree distribution, diameter, modularity, and
clustering coefficient were calculated and compared for
each social network. We then examined the effect of
changing the topological characteristics of the social
networks on the diffusion of diseases in a human
population. Our results suggest that epidemic spread
and the structure of networks are both significant
factors. The numerical results demonstrate that the
proposed system can provide a useful early prediction
of the epidemic peak. We also have conducted a detailed
analytical and numerical study of the SEIR-SW model
for the spread of infections with acquired immunity in
complex population networks.
We demonstrated the efficiency of the proposed
model by using linear correlation and the KolmogorovSmirnov test. The results of these statistical tests were
positive. We conclude that, by combining information
about how influenza spreads with information about
topological structure of social networks, preventative
measures can be taken and decision makers can
control influenza spread through vaccines and other
preventative measures. Our approach provides useful
tools for monitoring influenza epidemics.
Our short-term future work will be devoted to
extending the present study by integrating the SEIRSW simulation model into a data mart, and to improving
its functionality by multi-dimensional online analytical
processing.
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